
SEE 2074(2018)
COMPULSORY ENGLISH

(New Course)
Reading and Writing

(Written Test)
Candidates are required to give their answer according to the given instructions.

Time: 2 hrs. 15 minutes Full Marks: 75

1. Read the part of the poem and do the tasks that follow. 5

Did I Miss Anything?
Nothing. When we realized you weren’t here
we sat with our hands folded on our desks
in silence, for the full two hours
Everything. I gave an exam worth
40 per cent of the grade for this term
and assigned some reading due today
on which I’m about to hand out a quiz worth 50 per cent

Nothing. None of the content of this course has value or meaning
Take as many days off as you like:
any activities we undertake as a class
I assure you will not matter either to you or me
and are without purpose                     - Tom Wayman

A. Match the first halves of the sentences in group 'A' with their
appropriate endings in group 'B'. 5x1=5
Group A Group B
a. When they realize the absence... i. is due today.
b. The exam carried .... ii. fifty percent.
c. The given homework .... iii. they sat doing nothing.
d. The activities performed in the iv. forty percent of the grade.

class... v. is valueless.
e. The content of the course ....... vi. are without purpose.

contd...
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 2. Read the text and do the tasks. 10
We are born to win but are conditioned to lose. We often hear  comments
like “This person is just lucky, he touches dirt and it turns to gold” or “He
is unlucky; no matter what he touches, it turns to dirt.” These comments
are not   true of anyone.
If you were to analyse the lives of lucky and unlucky individuals being
commented on, you’d find that the successful person is doing something
right in each transaction, and the failure is repeating the same mistake
time and again. Practice does not make perfect - only perfect practice
makes perfect.   Practice makes permanent whatever you do repeatedly.
Some people keep practising their mistakes and they become perfect in
them. Their mistakes   become perfect and automatic.
Cultivating a habit is like plowing a field. It takes time. Habits generate
other habits. Inspiration is what gets us started, motivation is what keeps
us on track, and habit is what makes it automatic. The ability to show
courage in the face of adversity; show self-restraint in   the face of
temptation, choose happiness in the face of hurt, show character   in the
face of despair, and see opportunity  in the face of  obstacles are all
valuable traits to possess.

A. Write 'True' for true and 'False' for false statement. 5x1=5
a. People are born lucky or unlucky which doesn't change.
b. The so called unlucky ones often repeat the same mistake

everytime.
c. The lucky ones never make any mistake at all.
d. It is not sure that only practice makes one perfect.
e. One should try to see opportunity in the face of obstacles.

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. How do people's comments define 'lucky and unlucky'?
b. What kind of practice is needed to be perfect?
c. What is cultivating habits compared with?
d. How should one react when one is in adverse situations?
e. Why is motivation important?

contd...
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3. Read the text and do the tasks. 10

DDC's yak cheese gets organic certification
Kathmandu, Dec 4
Yak cheese produced by Dairy Development Corporation (DDC) has
received Organic Certification Nepal (OCN).
The certificate was issued as per the national technical standards of
Organic Agriculture Production and Processing System of Nepal, 2064
(amended 2065) and OCN standard.
OCN provided certification to DDC yak cheese amid an event organized
in Kathmandu on Monday in the presence of representatives of OCN
and DDC, as well as the Ministry of Livestock Development.
Speaking at the event, Umesh Lama of OCN said that orange sticker
will be provided to DDC's yak cheese during the trial period. "We will
give green sticker later on, " He said, adding: "We will now work to get
international certification for yak cheese."
Once DDC's yak cheese gets international certification, it can be exported
to different international markets.
Ishwari Prasad Adhikari, the spokesperson for the DDC, said that organic
certification is important to promote yak farming and increasing production
of yak milk. "Our product will get good price in the international market,
once it receives international certification. Then we will be able to give
good price to farmers", he added. Dolakha, Ramechhap and Solukhumbu
are the leading producers of yak cheese in Nepal.
A. Complete the following sentences using the correct

words/phrases from the text. 5x1=5
a. DDC has obtained organic ........ for its yak cheese.
b. The ........ is given to the products which meet the technical standards

of organic production and OCN standard.
c. The award  ceremony was held in ........ the presence of concerned

agencies.
d. DDC yak cheese will be given ...... in the trial period.
e. The certification will contribute for the promotion of yak milk and ......

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. What does OCN stand for?
b. Which organizations took part in the event?
c. When can DDC's yak cheese be sold to other countries?
d. Who is Ishwari Prasad Adhikari?
e. Where is yak cheese mostly produced?

contd...
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4. Read the text and do the tasks. 15

Everyone wants to climb up the ladder of success and be happy and
completely satisfied their lives. This is the greatest desire of human beings.
We struggle throughout our lives to fulfil these desires in whatever way
possible. But everyone cannot achieve  success, and only a few people
will be completely successful in fulfilling their desires for happiness, luxury
and satisfaction. Success cannot be achieved in a day. It doesn't happen
by accident either. It is the sweet result of investing our valuable time
with lots of hard work and determination. We should not give up hope
while coming up against difficulties, and we have to show great
perseverance in the face of each difficulty until our ultimate goal is
achieved. Success is never ending and failure is not final.
Success begins with our imagination. Without imagination, we can do
nothing towards our success because imagination creates the shape of
success which helps us to act upon it. In this sense, we can say that
imagination is the engine of life to achieve success. Goals can be achieved
only through imagination. So we must dare to dream bigger if we want
to be successful. It is easy to have a big dream, but it is equally difficult
to turn it into reality. So having confidence and working hard at every
step of the way towards our dream is much more important than anything
else. This is because having a big dream won't make any sense if we do
not work hard with good plans to achieve it.
In my opinion, there are three bold steps which are the key to success
and the way to be the person we want to be. They are imagination,
confidence and hard work with plans. First of all, we have to see our
future goal from our current state, and we have to paint it beautifully
with different colours  through our imagination. Then we have to believe
that we can change it into reality with great confidence. Finally, we have
to try to reach our goal and fulfil it through hard work with good plans.
This is how we can be successful in our lives, but education cannot be
ignored because it has great importance at each step.
A. Match the words in column 'A' with their meanings in

column 'B'. 7x1=7
Column A Column B
a. ladder i. make an effort
b. struggle ii. a feeling of trust
c. satisfaction iii. something we want to achieve
d. confidence iv. ascending stages
e. goal v. in the end
f. finally vi. disregarded
g ignored vii. the state of being satisfied

viii. the ability to form mental image

contd...
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B. Answer the following questions. 8x1=8
a. What makes people be happy and satisfied?
b. Apart from time, what are needed to get sweet result?
c. What does success start with?
d. How does imagination help get success?
e. Why should we dream big?
f. What do we need to make our dream come true?
g. What are the three key stages to success?
h. Why should we not ignore education?

5. Write a set of five rules and regulations to be followed in an
examination hall using the given clues: 5

times (8. am)  ..... admit card  ..... cheating ..... essential materials .....
leaving the hall.

6. Write a news story using the following clues: 5
ABC hospital, Kathmandu ......... one day free dental camp ......... at Asian
School of Management and Social Sciences, Pokhara,. ......... doctors. Dr
Anuz Sapkota and Dr. Urmial Baral along with three technicians .........
free check-up and tooth extractions .........  150 students, teachers and
other staff benefitted ......... 50 extracted their teeth.

7. Imagine that your school is organizing a cultural program next week.
You and your friends are taking part together in a dance competition.
Develop a dialogue between you two with at least six exchanges. 6

8. Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper complaining about the
problem of road accidents in Nepal. 8

9. Reproduce the following sentences as indicated in brackets: 6x1=6
a. Nobody left him a tip, ......... ? (Supply the correct question tag)
b. Jimmy has something to tell you. (Change into negative)
c. The timber was six feet long. (Change into "How long ....." question)
d. Measles has broken out in the village. So the schools and offices

.....(be)... closed down for a week. (Put the verb in bracket in the
correct tense)

e. The doctor wanted to know, "When did you last take your
temperature?" (Change into reported speech)

f. Nobody answered my questions.(Change into passive voice)
contd...
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10. Choose and copy the best answers to complete the text. 10x0.5=5
Bardiya National Park is ....(1)..... (a/an/the) largest national park of the
Terai region ....(2).... (in/on/at)Nepal. It ....(3).....(lies/lie/lied) in the mid-
western part of Nepal. Many common and endangered wild animals
....(4)..... (found/is found/are found) in the park. Some of them  ....(5).....
(is/are/was) going to be extinct. The park is famous for elephants and
rhinoceroses. If we do not protect them, our future generation ....(6).....
(would/will/would have) not enjoy watching them. Every year, many
tourists visit the park, ....(7).....(don't they/do they/are they)? It is said
that the park ....(8)..... (is/was/are) the paradise for the wild animals.
The people  ....(9)..... (who/whom/whose) visit the park are fascinated
by its beauty. Therefore we should get the park  ....(10)..... (conserved/
to conserve/conserve)


